MRI - from basic knowledge to advanced strategies: hardware.
There have been remarkable advances in the hardware used for nuclear magnetic resonance imaging scanners. These advances have enabled an extraordinary range of sophisticated magnetic resonance MR sequences to be performed routinely. This paper focuses on the following particular aspects: (a) Magnet system. Advances in magnet technology have allowed superconducting magnets which are low maintenance and have excellent homogeneity and very small stray field footprints. (b) Gradient system. Optimisation of gradient design has allowed gradient coils which provide excellent field for spatial encoding, have reduced diameter and have technology to minimise the effects of eddy currents. These coils can now routinely provide the strength and switching rate required by modern imaging methods. (c) Radio-frequency (RF) system. The advances in digital electronics can now provide RF electronics which have low noise characteristics, high accuracy and improved stability, which are all essential to the formation of excellent images. The use of surface coils has increased with the availability of phased-array systems, which are ideal for spinal work. (d) Computer system. The largest advance in technology has been in the supporting computer hardware which is now affordable, reliable and with performance to match the processing requirements demanded by present imaging sequences.